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The observation that a certain proportion of the firms or 
households do not use financial services (lack of access) 
does not necessarily mean that there is a problem of access

Observed lack of use of financial services may reflect demand factors

Households and firms may not demand credit because they lack 
investment opportunities

Lack of access to credit for the disenfranchised poor may be mainly a 
problem of poverty

Adequate policy solution is not to increase credit, but rather to focus on 
poverty reduction

Lack of Access vs. Problem of AccessLack of Access vs. Problem of Access
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Working definition: 

“A problem of access to credit exists when a project that 
would be internally financed if resources were available 
does not get external finance”

Problem of access: wedge between the internal rate of 
return of the project and the rate of return required by 
external investors

Problem of Access to CreditProblem of Access to Credit
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Principal-agent problems
Adverse selection: High risk borrowers are the ones most likely to 
look for external finance

Increases in the risk premium increase the risk of the pool of interested 
borrowers

Lenders will use non-price criteria to screen debtors/projects

Moral hazard: The agent (borrower) has incentives that are 
inconsistent with the principal’s (lender) interests

Agents may divert resources to riskier activities, loot assets, etc.

Problem arises because of difficulties in monitoring agents and enforcing 
contracts

Transactions costs
May arise due to inability of financial intermediaries to capture 
economies of scale and scope

Technological innovation may enable significant cost reductions

Main Causes of Problem of AccessMain Causes of Problem of Access
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The institutional framework has a significant impact on 
financial development and access to finance

Growing empirical evidence on impact of contractual and legal 
environment on financial depth (Beck and Levine, 2005)

In countries with weak public institutions, agency problems 
are mitigated through arrangements that rely on 
personalized relationships and fixed collateral

These arrangements limit access to a circumscribed network of 
participants

Weak institutions affect differently different credit markets

A strong institutional environment enables arm’s-length 
financing

Contracts are impersonal and rely on transparency and enforcement 
of general rules by a third party (generally courts)

Institutions and Access to FinanceInstitutions and Access to Finance
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Two contrasting and well-established views on the role of 
the public sector in broadening access to finance

Interventionist view

Laissez-faire view

Emerging, middle-ground view

Pro-market activism view

Role of the Public SectorRole of the Public Sector
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Development policy
Strategic or socially important sectors (SMEs, agriculture, low-income 
housing) are underdeveloped and will not take off by themselves

Protection (temporary) and government investment is needed 

Growth strategies focused on accelerating capital accumulation and 
technological adoption through direct government intervention

Financial sector policy
Widespread market failures – markets will not finance take-off

Government should mobilize and allocate finance to strategic or 
socially important sectors

Public banks
A policy vehicle/instrument that is functional in this context

Selective allocation of credit could also be done via regulation of 
private banks

Administered interest rates, directed credit, refinance schemes

Interventionist ViewInterventionist View
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The general experience with public banking and direct 
lending in developing countries has not been successful

Though there have been some exceptions …

Government bank ownership associated with lower financial 
development, wider spreads, and slower economic growth

Major incentive and governance problems in public banks’ operations 
result in recurrent fiscal drains

Inherent contradiction between social policy mandates and pressures 
to avoid losses (“Sisyphus syndrome”)

Widespread government intervention leads to financial 
repression

Below market rates reduce savings and efficiency of the financial 
sector (McKinnon, 1973)

Low returns on financial assets encourages savers to keep their 
savings outside the financial system

Questions on Interventionist ViewQuestions on Interventionist View
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Development policy
Development is hampered by heavy-handed government intervention

Government failure is widespread and outweighs market failures

Let markets breath and work (openness, privatization) and focus on 
strengthening “enabling” environment (macroeconomic stability, rule 
of law, property rights)

Financial sector policy
Liberalize financial markets and shift focus to prudential oversight

Improve contractual environment (creditor and minority shareholder 
rights, contract enforcement, accounting/disclosure, credit bureaus)

Public banks
They become de-contextualized

Privatize or liquidate public banks (at least move to 2nd tier)

Remaining public banks in search of new identity

LaissezLaissez--Faire ViewFaire View
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Improving the enabling environment for financial markets is 
not a straightforward process

Institutional arrangements are self-reinforcing (although not always 
efficient) due to substantial increasing returns

Financial development is not amenable to a “one size fits all”
approach due to its evolutionary, path-dependent nature

Despite intense reform efforts, access in most segments has 
not increased

Gap between expectations and outcomes might be explained by 
impatience or insufficient reform implementation

Disappointment may also be explained by excessively high 
expectations at the beginning of the reform process

Institutional reforms take a long time to mature
Political pressures to broaden access in the short run

Unrealistic to expect governments to remain completely disengaged 
from any direct intervention during the long transition

Questions on LaissezQuestions on Laissez--Faire ViewFaire View
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Development policy
Links between reforms and development are elusive and studies of
growth determinants give little policy guidance

Igniting growth and sustaining growth are different things

Problems (poverty, low growth, inequality) are pressing

Be heterodox, identify the binding constraint to mitigate second best
Need to avoid a template approach

Financial sector policy
Markets can and do broaden access to finance

Role of the government is to promote deep and efficient markets, not 
replace them

Institutional efficiency is the economy’s first best

However, well-designed, restricted interventions to address specific 
market failures can broaden access

Readjust expectations of what markets can deliver, and be creative

ProPro--Market Activism ViewMarket Activism View
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New roles for the public sector

Share risk (e.g., through partial credit guarantees)

Pool risk and group otherwise atomized borrowers

Facilitate achievement of economies of scale to lower costs

Encourage adoption of technological and financial innovation

Solve coordination failures, aligning incentives of stakeholders

Type of activities

Selective interventions

Relatively small and temporary

Focused on solving specific market failures in cost-effective manner

Tailored to specific needs and institutional settings

ProPro--Market Activism ViewMarket Activism View
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Public Provision of Market Infrastructure
BANSEFI (Mexico)

NAFIN’s Reverse Factoring Program (Mexico)

Correspondent Banking (Brazil)

Structured Finance
FIRA (Mexico)

Credit Guarantee Systems
FOGAPE (Chile)

Transaction Cost Subsidies
SIEBAN (Mexico)

Microfinance
BancoEstado (Chile)

Recent Experiences from Latin AmericaRecent Experiences from Latin America
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Is there a clear value added to pro-market activist 
interventions by the public sector?

Will the private sector do it by itself?  If not, why?

If there is value added, what should be the optimal “visible 
hand” interventions?

Lender (1st or 2nd tier)?  Risk sharer?  Coordinator?

How to minimize unintended consequences of interventions?

Governments may be distracted away from the first-best solutions

Given path dependence, second-best solutions may lead to traps that 
are difficult to exit

Governments may face political pressures to expand interventions
and provide additional funds in the future

Need to establish clear sunset clauses

Open Questions on ProOpen Questions on Pro--Market ActivismMarket Activism
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Need to rethink some features of the financial institutions 
that promote development

Institutions may have to start functioning more as development 
agencies than financial intermediaries

Their mandate may need to be redefined in dynamic terms

Provide incentives for institutions to move on to new activities once the 
market they were promoting becomes self-sustainable

New products may require new methodologies for evaluating 
institutional performance

Evaluation based on credit volume perpetuates use of subsidized lending, 
even if liquidity is not a constraint

Evaluation should focus on increase in financial activity generated 

Need to separate new instruments from other operations

Product bundling reduces transparency

Open Questions on ProOpen Questions on Pro--Market ActivismMarket Activism
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Can idiosyncratic experiences lead to more general policy 
guidelines?

What are the key features that make these interventions work?

Can they be replicated in other sectors and other countries?

To what extent can we separate the organization (e.g., 
development bank) from the instrument?

Even if experiences are replicable, should the government 
create organizational capabilities where they do not exist?

Is there a role for pro-market interventions in the long-run?

Are direct government interventions necessary once a good enabling 
environment is achieved?

Open Questions on ProOpen Questions on Pro--Market ActivismMarket Activism
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Two CasesTwo Cases
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Factoring

NAFIN (Mexico)

Structured finance

FIRA (Mexico)

Details on Recent Experiences in Latin AmericaDetails on Recent Experiences in Latin America
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Problem: SMEs lack access to working capital finance

SMEs extend trade credit to their clients

Between the time of delivery and the time of payment, SMEs need working 
capital to re-start production cycle

High screening and monitoring costs limit their access to bank credit

Solution: Factoring

Type of financing in which firms sell their accounts receivable at a discount 
to a financial firm (the “ factor”) and receive immediate cash

It is an asset sale, not a loan 

No debt repayment or additional liabilities on the supplier’s balance sheet

Factoring can be provided with or without recourse

With recourse: firm is responsible for paying the amounts discounted in case of 
default by the buyer

Without recourse: factoring company assumes default risk

Innovative InstrumentsInnovative Instruments

FactoringFactoring
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Several factors limit extent of factoring in emerging markets

Difficulties in enforcing payment and cumbersome bankruptcy procedures 
lead to use of factoring with recourse

Lack of credit information on buyers

Lack of reliable registry system may lead to double-pledging or forging of 
receivables

Reverse factoring is an alternative that mitigates some of these problems

The factor only purchases accounts receivable issued by certain buyers

The factor only needs to assess creditworthiness of a specific group of firms

Eliminates the costly screening of atomized SMEs

Innovative InstrumentsInnovative Instruments

FactoringFactoring
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Factoring Factoring –– Case StudyCase Study

NAFINNAFIN

LARGE 
BUYERS

Functioning of NAFIN’s Reverse Factoring System

SUPPLIERS 
(SMEs)

BANKS

Delivery of 
purchased 
goods

Online posting 
of negotiable 
document 
(representing 
accounts 
payable)

NAFIN 
website

Online 
interest 
rate quote

Payment of full amount of negotiable document

Selection of 
desired lender

Payment of amount of negotiable document less interest rate
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NAFIN’s system helps to ameliorate information problems

Screening is outsourced to buyers that have an informational advantage 
relative to banks

Banks only need to assess creditworthiness of large buyers

Buyers post receivables into the systems preventing fraud

System creates a “credit history” for suppliers

Use of an electronic platform reduces transaction costs

Captures economies of scale

Increases speed of transactions

System fosters competition among financial institutions

All financial institutions can bid to factor a specific transaction

Electronic platform allows wider participation, especially of smaller regional 
banks

Factoring Factoring –– Case StudyCase Study

NAFINNAFIN
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Problem: Coordination problem among stakeholders

Financiers lack adequate information about borrowers

Agents with knowledge about borrowers lack funds to invest

Allocation of risks and costs among participants is not clear

Solution: Pooling and securitization of credit rights

Agent with informational advantage extends credit to borrowers, reducing 
principal-agent problems

Credit rights are transferred to a special purpose vehicle (SPV, separate legal 
entity)

Participations in the SPV are sold to investors

Pooling allows investors to diversify risk among many borrowers and reduce 
transaction costs

Clear assignment of risks and benefits among participants

Securities can be sold in tranches to achieve market segmentation and cater 
to different investors

Structured FinanceStructured Finance
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Some factors limit the penetration of structured finance in emerging 
markets

Lack of adequate laws and regulations

Unfamiliarity of market participants and seeming complexity of transactions

Tailor-made solutions may be costly to implement and require minimum 
scale

Structured FinanceStructured Finance
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OCEAN 
GARDEN

Functioning of Scheme
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credit rights
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Payments
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Structured Finance Structured Finance –– Case StudyCase Study

FIRA Working Capital FinancingFIRA Working Capital Financing
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OCEAN 
GARDEN

Functioning of Scheme in Case of Default

Guarantees 
(49%)
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Default on 
supply 
agreement
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Individual 
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Second loss 
guarantee (46%)

Structured Finance Structured Finance –– Case StudyCase Study

FIRA Working Capital FinancingFIRA Working Capital Financing
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Structured Finance Structured Finance –– Case StudyCase Study

FIRA Working Capital FinancingFIRA Working Capital Financing

Transaction helps to deal with information problems

Ocean Garden provides know-how in screening and monitoring producers

Pooling of debt obligations allows banks to diversify their risks and 
avoid exposure to a specific producer 

Banks do not face Ocean Garden’s credit risk (SPV is bankruptcy remote)

Pooling also reduces transaction costs

To align incentives all industry participants provide liquid guarantees to 
cover initial credit losses

Producer and feed suppliers provide guarantees for specific loans covering 
initial credit losses up to a certain level

Ocean Garden provides a general guarantee covering initial credit losses up 
to a certain level

Once these guarantees are exhausted investors start facing losses

FIRA provides a guarantee that covers second losses


